I AM NCR
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Enable a richer consumer experience by improving the operational
functions that support your enterprise

Applications that easily access vital operational insights for enterprise management
anytime, anywhere, and from any device.

Supports a 360-degree retail experience
Today’s well-connected and well-informed shoppers expect
their retail journeys to be easy and enjoyable, whether
they are in store, online, or on the go. Our operations
management capabilities enable you to deliver those
engaging retail journeys, earning shoppers’ loyalty by
giving them options to buy what, when, and how they
want. With our robust solution, you can handle order
management and fulfilment seamlessly between your
digital channels and your stores for maximum flexibility.

For more information, visit www.ncr.com

Complements NCR’s retail-centric suite of applications
NCR’s full spectrum of operations management solutions
is the “engine” that powers our robust shopper-facing
technologies, delivering a superior total retail experience
no matter the touch point. From order and inventory
management to cash management to staffing and
scheduling, our applications drive successful interactions
with your shoppers across every channel.

Why NCR?
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences.
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services,
NCR enables more than 485 million transactions daily
across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and
technology, and small business.

Offers superior control and flexibility
In both running your enterprise and providing shopping
convenience, responsive operations management solutions
enables your success. Implementing single shift to multi-day
cash settlement capabilities, processing returns without
receipts, and coordinating workforce labor plans within
a budget are but a few examples from our solution suite
that boost efficiency and ease of use—or your business
and your shoppers.
Consolidates and synchronizes information
Up-to-date merchandise information between all your
stores lets you meet your shoppers’ needs. Rich data to
enable dashboards, key performance indicators, and robust
reporting and search infrastructures help you keep a pulse
on your business and provide accountability throughout
your enterprise.

NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make
your life easier. NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia
with approximately 29,000 employees and does business
in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation
in the United States and other countries.

Key features
•

Automated notifications, processes, and work flows that
help the enterprise run more efficiently

•

Increased basket size, improved product availability

•

Rich, detailed store data for robust analytics and
reporting at store and enterprise levels

•

Centralized transaction data and search functionality
based on a variety of attributes

•

Centralized product management, simplifying data
distribution to stores

•

Ability to plan for staff fluctuations and seasonal needs
based on associate skills and historical data

•
Helps you use data to forecast and plan operations
You need an ongoing, accurate view of the activities across
your business, from the enterprise level down to the lane level. •
The data you collect from your stores help you identify trends
•
and patterns, learn about shopper habits, and strategically
•
plan future store operations.

Control over customization settings for countries
or regions
A convenient and enjoyable experience for your shoppers
A broad array of cross-channel fulfilment options
Access to a wide product set—not limited to
in-store options

•

Improved in-store service through appropriate sales
associate staffing and management

•

A reliable, easy way to process returns and exchanges

•

Tools to help prepare stores for stock replenishment
and inventory transfers

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change
specifications without prior notice.
All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world.
Consult your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.
All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of
their respective holders.
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